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Abstract 
Now a days database system is becoming more crucial as the scale of database is growing. Traditional access 

control policies have certain disadvantages. So as a promising alternative to traditional access control policy, 

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) has received special attention for its unique flexibility. RBAC provides 

access control based on permissions associated with roles. Among commercial software applications, DBMS 

provide access control and have applied RBAC. But RBAC have also certain inherent weaknesses. So in this 

paper we enhance the RBAC policy named as Level Wise Role-Based Access Control (LWRBAC) policy that is 

instead of access control through role assigned to the users, the users are assigned by some level of access 

control and it can implement in object relational databases in order to develop secured software applications. 
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I. Introduction 
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) has 

attracted considerable attention as an alternative to 

traditional Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and 

Mandatory Access Control (MAC). RBAC has been 

widely researched and received attention and 

capability list schemes. Basically a role-based access 

control model is involved with users, roles, sessions, 

operations, objects, and role hierarchy. A user has 

access to an object based on the assigned role. A role 

is a group of users that have the same job 

functionality within an organization. Roles access 

resources based on policies or role rights. The object 

is concerned with the user’s role but not the user. 

Users frequently change but not the roles, which 

makes RBAC a better access control 

mechanism[3][4][12]. Permission is an approval to 

perform an operation on objects. A session contains a 

set of roles that can be activated by a user during a 

period of time. One advantage of using RBAC is that 

the implementation of access control will be more 

reliable than the traditional ones.   

                     The remaining part of the paper is 

organized in the following way : related work is 

discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, we briefly 

introduce the concept of Level Wise Role-Based 

Access Control(LWRBAC). In Section 4, a role 

assignment algorithm is presented to implement 

LWRBAC. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 

5.   

 

II. Related Work 
Role-Based access control has been well 

recognized for providing more advantages than 

traditional  access control[2][7][10] schemes. A 

family of reference models has also received support 

as generalized approach to role-based access 

control[10][11]. Several attempts to implement role-

based access control have been made using 

programming languages or commercial database 

management systems[3][10]. The RBAC features and 

policies include user role assignment, role 

relationships, constraints and assignable privileges. 

Not surprisingly, it appears that none of the 

commercial database management systems support 

the entire features and policies of role-based access 

control. Oracle fully supports the user role 

assignment and assignable privileges, but it is very 

weak in role relationships and constraints and 

assignable privileges. The features and policies of 

Sybase is somewhere between Informix and Oracle. 

A formal specification of access control policies 

allows us to investigate whether a system preserves 

security policy invariants across the state changes or 

not[13].In RBAC one question is arising that “Is the 

RBAC policy is enough for expressing access control 

policies” ? If the answer is no, then what will be done 

to improve the model. We assume that each 

organizations has administrators to establish, enforce 

and manage policies in access control. We handle the 

RBAC policy in application programs. Application 

programs implement the constraints based on 

individual organization’s access control policies. If 

same role will be assigned to multiple users through 

the application programs, then the code complexity 

will be increased. 
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III. Level Wise Role-Based Access 

Control 
We have enhanced the RBAC policy in 

order to reduce the complexity of role assignment 

task of administrator by eliminating redundant 

assignment statements associated in basic RBAC 

model. In this policy, an administrator defines and 

creates a set of levels by taking a user or a set of 

users. Then different roles are assigned to the levels 

according to the role hierarchy of organization. Here 

level is mapped to the role instead of users for 

accessing the resources. So for this point of view we 

have presented this policy as Level Wise Role-Based 

Access Control (LWRBAC)policy. 

 

 
Figure 1. LWRBAC model 

 

This model is based on three sets of entities 

called levels(L), roles(R), and permissions(P). A set 

of users created by admin forming a group is 

identified as a  level. A role is a job function or job 

title within the organization. The Level 

Assignment(LA) and Permission Assignment(PA) 

are both many to one relationship. A level can be a 

member of many roles, but a role can have one level. 

There is a partially ordered role hierarchy RH, also 

written as >= where x>=y signifies that role x inherits 

the permissions assigned to role y. Each session 

relates one level to possibly many roles. A level 

establishes a session during which the level activates 

some subset of roles that he or she is a member of 

directly or indirectly by means of role 

hierarchy[1][5][6].  

 

IV. Algorithm for Role Assignment to 

Levels 
Input : level-id: identification of the user level 

applied task roles 

Output : authorize task role set T to the level. 

{ 

for(each task-role A in the applied task-roles) 

{ 

if(task-role A satisfies the level constraints) 

{ 

assign role A to the level L;  

} 

else 

return the refuse message for the application of task 

role A to the level 

}} 

 

V. Conclusion 
Role Based Access Control(RBAC) 

provides more efficiency in access control than 

traditional access control. A reference model is 

presenting the basic concept policies and behaviors of 

role-based access control. Since RBAC as a 

promising alternative to traditional access control 

schemes, but it have certain weaknesses that is the 

complexities of the code for assigning the role to 

each users. So in this research we made attempt to 

enhance the RBAC policy and presented as Level 

Wise Role-Based Access Control(LWRBAC) policy 

to reduce the complexity of code. We also presented 

a role assignment algorithm for LWRBAC to develop 

secured software applications.  
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